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Abstract
Despite the IonB history of classical plmming, there has been very little
compsrative analysis of the performance tradeoffs offered by the multitude
of existin8 planning alSodthms. This is partly due to the many different
vocabularies within which planning algorithms are usually expressed. In
this paper I provide a generalized algorithm for refinemant planning, and
dhow that planners that search in the space of (partial) plans are specific
instantisfiom of this al$orithm. The differont design choices in partial order
plannin8 correspond to the differant ways of instantistin8 the Beneralized
alsorithm. I will analyze how these choices affect the search-space slz¢
and refmemant cosl of the resultant planner. Finally, I wW conceutrete
oft two specific demsn choices, viz,, protection strate$ies and tractability
refinements, and develop some hypotheses regarding the effect of these
choices on the perfocnn~nce on practical problems. I will support these
hypotheses with a focussed empirical study.

I Introduction

The idea of generating plans by searching in the space of (partially
ordered or totally ordered) plans has been around for almost twenty
years, and has received a lot of formalization in the past few years.
Much of this formalization has however been limited to providing
semantics for plans and actions, and proving soundness and com-
pleteness of planning algorithms. There has been very little effort
directed towards comparative analysis of the pedormance tradeoffs
offered by the multitude of plan-space planning algorithms.1 An
important reason for this state of affairs is the seamingly different vo-
cabelarles and~ frameworks within which many of the ~s
are usuaUy expressed.

The primary purpose of this paper is to explicate the design
choices in plan-space planners and understand the tradeoffs offered
by them. To this end, I provide a generalized refinement planning
algorithm, Refine-Pla.r~ describe the various ways in which its
individual steps can be instantiated; and explain how the various
instantiations cover the existing plan-space planners. I will then
develop models for analyzing the effect of different design choices,
i.e., the diff~ent ways of instantiating, l~£ine-Pian, on the
search space size and refinement cost. FinaUy, I will demonstrate
the practical utility of this analysis by using it to predict the relative
performance differentials caused by the various design choices. I will
evaluate these predictions with the help of empirical comparisons
between five normalized instantiations of Re£ine-Pl~n.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses a unified
representation and semantics for partial plans. Section 3 presents
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and Dan Weld, CrmS Knoblock, Qian8 Yan8 and Eriz Ja~mpin for helpful
discussions.

IThe work of Bm’reR and Weld [I] as weU as Minton at. aL [15] are
certainly steps in the right direction. However. they do not tell the full story
since the comparison there was bctwean a specific partial order and total
order planner. The comparison between different partial order planners itself
is ~ll largely unexplored.

the generalized re~tement planning algorithm and describes the dif-
ferent ways of instantiating its cemponents. Section 4 describes the
effect of different instantiation choices on the search space size and
refinement cost of the resulting planning algorithm. Section 5 con-
siders the effect of various design choices on practical performance.
Section 6 presents the conclusions.

2 Preliminaries

A ground operator sequence S : o i, o2, ̄  ̄  ̄  o. is said to be a solution
to a planning problem [Z, ~], where Z is the init~ state of the world,
and ~ is the goal expression, if S can be executed starting from ~.
and the resulting state will satisfy the goal expression. A solution 5
is said to be minimal if no operator sequence obtained by removing
some operators from S can also be a solution. A planning strategy
is said to be complete if it can find all the minimal solutions for
any given problem. We will be assuming that the domain operators
are described in the ADL [17] representation with Precondition and
Effect formulas. The precondition and effect formulas are function-
free ficst order predicate logic sentences involving conjunction,
negation and quantification. The subset of this representation where
both formulas can be represented as conjunctions of function-frea
first order literals, and aU the variables have inf’mite domains, is
ca/led the TWEAK representation (c.f. [2, 11]). We shall restrict our
discussion to TWEAK representation wherever possible to keep the
exposition simple.

Plan space planners search in the space of partial plans. In
[8, 6]. I argue that in refinement planning, partial plans are best
seen as consu-aint sets that implicitly represent aU the ground
operator sequences (called candidates) that are consistent with those
constraints. The geal of refinement planning is then to split these
caadidate sets until a solution candidate can be picked up in bounded
time. The following 5-tuple provides a uniform representation
for partial plans that is applicable across all refinement planners:
(2", O, B, ST, £) where: T is the set of actions (step-names) in 
plan; T contains two distinguished step names to and t,. ST is
a symbol table, which maps step names to domain operators. The
special step to is always mapped to the dummy operator start,
and similarly t, is always mapped to finish. The effects of
start and the preconditions of finish correspond, respectively.
to the initial state and the desired goals (of attainment) of the
planning problem. O is a partial ordering relation over T. B is
a set of codesignation (binding) and non-codeslgnatlon (prohibited
bindings) constraints on the variables appearing in the preconditions
and post-conditions of the operators. £ is a set ofau:,ilinry constraints
(see helow).

A ground operator sequences is consistent with the step, ordering
and binding constraints of the plan 77 as tong as it contains all the
steps of the partial plan. in an order and instantiation consistent with
O and B. For 5 to be a candidate of 77. it should also satisfy the set of
auxiliary constraints specified by £.2 An important type of anxilisry

2F.or a mote formal treatment of the semantics of candidate sets and
the auxiliary constraints, see [8]. There, I differentiate between two types
of auxiliary constraints-- auxiliary candidate constraints, which need to be
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¢Omlra/nt is an interval preservation constraint (]PC), which 
specified as.a 3-mple: (:, p, J’). A ground operator sequenceis said
to sat~fy an IPC (e,p,e’) of a plan ~,if there exists a mapping
A4 between the steps of. ~ and the elements of S, such that .A4
is consistent with ST and every operator of S that comes betwe~
A4[J] and.A,/[8’] W--~ervesp.

To ilinstrate the above dcfin/fions, consider the partial plan 7>-
8/yen by the cous~’aint set:

/ {~’"’""’}’{~’<’""-<t2,t,~,.}.|, >
~m : {tl -* Oh J2 -~ 02, tO -* start, |m -* fin},

{0,,p, t2), 02, g, t®)}

Let S be the ~p’ound operator sequanceo~a2. S is a candidate of
~a becauseit contains all the steps of 7~= (under the mapping ST)
in the order consistent with the ordering coustrainu of 7~,,. Further,
since there are no steps between s, and 02, or o2 and the end of
8, the two interval preservation conslraints are also sathfied. By
similar arguments, the ground operatm" sequence otoso2o4 ~ also a
candJda~ as long as o3 preserves (does not delete) p and o4 preserves
q.

A ground iiaearizafion (eka completion) of a partml plan
P :(T, O, H, ST, £) is a fully instsmiated total ordsmg of the
steps of ~ that is conmtent with O (i.e., a topologica/sort) and B. 
ground.l]ncedT~on of a plan is said to be a safe ground l/neariza-
fion if and only ff thegmund operator sequence ~responding to
it (mo4~io mapping ST) satisfies all the au:ril|.ry constraints of the
plan. For the e~unple plan ~’s discussedabove, to|z|2t, is the o.ly
lp’ound linesdzafi~, and it is also a safe ground lin~7.z~en (since
sloe satisfies the anxu~.ry coustraints of ~m).

A partial plan is said to bei.uennnlnteot if its Cavd~dnte set is empty
(Le., there exists no ~und operator sequance that i~ coasi~tent with
the consu’aints of the plan). It can be shown [8] that a partial plan
is consistent if it has at least one safe ground lineariT~on, and
inconsistent oth~wise.

3 A generalized algorithm for Partial-order Plan-
ning

The ~ Refine-Plan in Pi~n~ I describes a generalized
refmemmt-plenning algorithm, the specific instantiatiens of which
cover most of the existing partial-order (plan-space) planners.3

Given a pl,nning problem [/,G], where l is the init~ s~
spacificafi~ and G is a set of goals (of attaitunent), the planning
process is i-i*~--" Uedbyl-vokmg Reflne-Plan with the null partial
plan Po whe~

~0 : ({~o, t.}, {~ ~ %.}, |, {is -* start, |. -~ fin), 

Table I du~ many weU4mown p~.dn g a~n~hms as
in~anfiafioa8 of Refi~-Plan. Ill th8 foUowm~ I win br~fly
d~cuu th~ ind~|~_~-_; s~ps Re fine -P i an.
Coal Sekclion and Establishment: The primary refinement opera-
tion in p~,--ing is the so-called establishment operation. It selects a
precmditiun (6’, .) of the plan (where C is a prece~diti~ of a step
=), and refines (i.e., adds consmdnts to) the partial plan such that
~ steps act as comr~um~s of G to ¯ in d/fferent refinements.
Pednanlt [17] provides a generaltheory of establkhment refinement
for plans env*-~-~$ ac~s with CO, drilling1 and quantified effects.
SyntsetiP~lly, M~ ro.¢lnemeflt corl~ponds to adding differexlt sots
of new step, m~ku’ing and binding ceoso’aints (as well as .dd~al
secondary precovd~,Jnns, in the case of ADL actiens [17]) to the
p~-ent phm.

mfisfled by evay emdidate of the p~, and amWiary soS,t~n ~ts
which need to be mtided mzly by those candida~ of the pkn that aru
mlutions vo ~e pltnn~n~ probkm. To keep ~hinp simple, I am ummin$
that all the auxilim7 emstralms ~ au~,-’y candidate constrain=.

=An ~am excep~o~ is the hierarchical task reducfioll plmmers, such
as SHE [7.2], O-Pkn [3]. However, ~ee [7] far ¯ dlseusshm of how
~ J.u~-P"._a~ e~m be exteuded to cover thue pLmmm’s.

Algorithm Refine-Plan(Z~)/*Returns refinements of "P */
Parameters: (0 sol" Solution constructor function. (~0
piok-preo: d~ Iotlfine for picking the goal to be establishexL
(ii~ interacts?: the routes uNd by pre-ords~g to check if
a paE of steps in~fa~. (i~) conflict-resolve: the routine
which resolves conflicts with an~l|.ry candidate consists.

O. Termination Check: If sol(~, O) returns a solution candi-
date,, return it, and terminate. If it returns *fail*, faiL
Otbe~ continue.

1. Goal Selection: Using the pick-~rec functinfl, pick a goal
(G, a) (where C a precondition of step ,) ~ ~Io
establish. Not a bacl~rack point.

2A. Goal Estab~hment: Non~e__te~’ministically select a new or
exiting estsbUsh& step ~’ for (C,*). Introduce enough
ordsring and.binding constraints, and ~ preco~didons
to the pkn such that (i) ~’ precedes ̄ (i0 ¯’ will have an
effect G. and (iii) C will persist until ¯ (Le.. ~ is preserved
by all the steps intervening between ¯’ and #). Back, track
point; all establishment possibilities need to be considered.

2.2.Book Keeping: (Optimal) Add anyil|.ry c&lstrainm noting
the astsblishment decisions, to ensure that these decisions are
protected by any later refinements. This in turn reduces the
redundancy in the search space. The protection strate~,s may
be one of goal protection, interval protection and contributor
protect~n (see text). The auxiliary cons~aints may be sos of
point truth censumts or Lqterval preservatien constraints.

3. Tractability Refinements: (Optional) These refinements help
in making the plan handling and consismncy check u~able.
Use either one or both:

3,a.Pre-Ordering: Impose additionalorderm~ between ev-
ery pair of steps of the partial plan that possibly interact
accerding to.the static mmacfion me~c interacts?.
Backtrack point; all ~nteract~on orderings need to be
considered.

3.b.~oaffict Resolution: Add orderin~s, bindings and/or
sece~dsry (preservatino) precouditicas to resolve co.-
fliers between the stops of the plan, and the plan’s anxil-
kry can41~ con~aints. Beet:rack point; all possible
conflict resolm~on constraints need to be considered.

4, Comisteney Check: (Opfioeal) If the partial plan is incon-
sistent (i.e., has no safe ground linearL~sti_a~s), fail. Else,
cominue.

5. Recur~ve Invocation: Recursively invoke Refine-plan
on the refined plan.

1: A generalized refinement algorithm for plan-space plan-
ning

The ~ategy usedto sel~ the parti~lat prec~dition (G, s) to 
emblishe& (caned ~ seJoctiun strategy) can be arb~ary, d~and
driven (e.g. select a goal only when ~ is not nece~urily true in all
ground linesrizatinas of the enrr~t partial plan), of can depend on
some ranking based on precoudifim abslractin~ [19]. The cost of
using each type of goal selcctiou strategy depends on the type of
partial plans maintained by the planner (see Table 1).
Protecting establishments through book keeping: It is possible to
limit Refine-Plan tO estsblkhmeflt reflOenlents 8le~e and still
get a sound and complete planner. Chapman’s Tweak [2] is such
a planne~. However, such a phumer is not guaranteed to respect
its previous establishraent decisions while m-~ing new ones, and
thus may do a lot of redundant work in the worst case. The book-
keeping step attempts to reduce this redundancyby posting au~m,ry
cemtraints m the partial plan to protect the eb~ablkhmentS.

The protecti~ serateg~ used by classical panml order planners
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1[ Planner H Soto. Constructor [ Goal Seleclion [ Book-keeping I Tractahility Refinemenm []
Tweak [2] MTC-hased O(n’) MTC-based O(n4) None
UA [15] MTC-based O(~4) 3~’C-based O(n4)
Nonlin [21] MTC (Q&A) based Arb~ary O(Z)
TOCL [I] Proteaion based O(I) Atbiffary O(1)
Pede~e~al [13] Protection based O(I) Arbitrary O(I)
SNLP [14] Protection based Arbitrary
UCPOP [18] O(I) O(I)
MP, MP-I [9] Protection based Arbitrary

NOlle
Interval & Goal Protection via Q&A
Contributor protectu)n
Interval Protection
Contributer protection

(Multi) contributor protection

None
Unambiguous ordering
Conflict Resolution
Total ordering
Total ordering
Conflict resolution

Conflia resolution

ISNLP-MTC MTC based O(n ") MTC based O(n4)

McNONLIN-MTC MTC based O(n4) MTC based O(n’)

Contributor protection Unambiguous Ordering
Contributor protection
Interval protection

omflint reso~fion
conflict resolution

Table 1: Characterization of existing plmnners as insumtiations of Re£J.ne-PJ.an. The last three planners have not been described in the
literature previously. They are used in Semion 5 to facilitate normalized comparisons.

ceme in two main varieties: interval protection (aka causal link
protection, or protection intorvais), end contributor protection (aka
exhaustive causallink protection [9]). They can both be represented
in terms of the interval preservation constraints.

Suppose the planner just established a conditina c at step a with the
help of the effects of the step ,’. For planners using iot~val pr~
(e.g.. PEDESTAL [13]). the book-keeping constraint requires that
no candld~teofthe partial plan can havep deleted between operators
c~msponding to a’ end a. It can thus be modeledin terms of interval
preservati(m constraint (#’, p, a). Finally, for book keeping based
on contributor protection, the amdllJry constraint requires that no
candidate of the partial plan can have p either __,~Me__d or deleted
betweon operators corresponding to a’ end m.4 This contributor
protection can be modeled in terms of the twin interval preservation
onnstralnts (", p, a) and (e’, -’-,p, s

Consistency Check: The aim of the consistency check is to prone
inconsisl~nt nodes (i.e.. nodes with empty candidate sets) frem the
search space, thereby imwoving the performance of the overall
refinement much.e The consistency check can be done by ensuring
that the partial plan has at least one safe ground ~near~on. This
requires checking each ground tinearization ageinst all the auxiliary
constraints. For general partial orderings with causal-link based
auxili~ constraints, the consistency check is NP-hard [20] even for
TWEAK action repreeantJ~o~.
Pre-ordering and Confl/ct Resolution to aid tractable refine-
ment: Both preorderJng end conflict resolution steps aim to make
~e££ne-PZetn tractable by makes the co~sis~ncy check polyno-
mial. In the case of pre-ordering, this aim is achieved by restricting
the type of partial orderings in the plan such that consistency with
respect to au~riliAry constraints can be checked without explicitly
enumerating all the ground linesrizations. Two possiblepre-ordering
techniques are total ordering end unambiguous ordering [15]. Total
ordering orders every pair of steps in the plan, while unambiguous
ordering orders a pak of steps only when their pre~udifions end
effects have an overlap (thereby making it possible that the two
steps will interact). Both of them gearentce that in the refinements
produced by them, either all ground lincarizations will be safe or
none will be. Thus, consistency can be checked in polynomial
time by examining any one ground linesrization. In the case of
cot, flier resolutimL the partinl plan is x~fmed (by adding ordering
and binding coaslraints) until each possible vinlatiort of the auxiliary
constralm (called conflict) is individually resolved. This ensures
that all remaining ground linearizafions are safe. Thus, checking the
partial plan consistency will amount to checking for the existence of
ground linearizations (which can be done by checking ordering end

4See [6] for a coherant reconstruction of the ideas underlying $ml
preU~on sUnUeSiex

SMuifi-contributor protections, such as those described in [9] can be
represented as a disjunction of IPCa

6"Ihus, from completeness point of view, consistency check is really an
optional step.

binding consistency).
Solution Constructor function: The job of a solution-cmstructor
function is to look for end remm a solution candidate that is consistent
with the ~t consu’alms of the partial plan.7 Existi-g solution
constructors fan into two broad categories - (i) those which use
the modal truth er~edon (M’rc) to check that all the safe ground
linearizations correspondto sointions and (ii) thosethat dependupon
interval end conaibutor protection strategies and conflict resolution
(see below) to guarentee that all goals are estabfished end that none
of the establishments are violated (we call these protection based
constructms), 

4 Modeling and Analysis of Design Tradeoffs
Table 1 characterizes many of the well known plen-space pian-
nmg a~hhms as mstenfinfions of the Refine-Plan ~gorh~n.
Understanding the performance u~_deoffs offered by the various
planners is thus reduced to understanding the ramifications of in-
stantiating the l~fine-Plm~ algorithm in different ways. In
this Section, I discuss how these instentiation choices affect the
search space size end the refinement cost (the per-invocation cost of
Re f:l.ne-PZan) of the resulting planners.

I wm s~n by developing two c~nplementary models for the size
of the search space explored by Refine-Plan lu a bread~-first
search regime. Suppose ~d is the da’ ~vel fi~nge of the search ~ee
explored by Re££ne-Plan. L~ w. > 0 be the average size of the
~jiDdidAt~ se~ of the partial plans in the d*s level fringe, end p,t(> I)
be the redundancy factor, i.e.. the average number of partial plans on
the fringe whose candidate sets contain a given candidate in ~ (see
Section 2). It is easy to senthat I~’~1 x ,,~ -- [~c[ x Pd (where I.I is
used to denote the cardina/~y of a set).9 If b is the average brenching
factor of the search, then the size of dta level fringe is aho given by

7Note that mlutico conaructm- function may also rann~ a *fail* on a
8ivan patSfial plan. The difference batwean this and the consistancy check is
that the ~ fails only when the partial plan has an empty candidate set,
while the solutian consmsctor can fail as long as the candidate set of the
partial plan does not contain any mlotians to the 8ivan problom.

S’rae solutiou constructors discussed above are sll conservative in that
they require that all safe 8ronnd linearizatinn~, of a pineal plan be solutions.
In [8], we show ~lt it is possible to provide polynomial k.eager solution
consm]ctors, which randemly check k safe sround ~neerLzafions of the
phm to see if any of them are solutions. These constructors are sound and
complete and are 8uaranteed to terminate the search before the conservative
constngtm- fimctions.

9Althonsh both I~:l and g~t can be infinite, by restricting our attention to
minimal mlutiona, it is possible to onnsmmt finite versions of both. Given

planning problem instance P, let ~,~ be the lansth of the lonses~ 8round
operator sequence that is a minimal SOlUtion of P. We can now define K to
be the set of aD Wound operator sequances of up to Igngth lw,. Similarly. we
can redefine the candidate set of a partial plan to consist of only the 8ubuct
of its candidates that are not longer than fro.
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The average branching factor, b can be split into two components, b,.
the establishment branchingfactof, and bt the tractability refinement
branching factor, such that b = b, x b,. b, endbt cofr~pood, respec-
tively, to the branching made in steps 2 and 3 of the Re £ine-Pl em
a!ger~un.

If C is the average cost per invocation of the Refine-Plan
algorithm. And d. is the effective depth of the search, then the cost
of the pituning is C x [.F~,I. C itself can be decemposedinto three
main components: C = Co +C~ + C,. where Ce, is the establishment
cost, (including the co= of selecting the goal to ~ co). C, is the
cost of solution constmetor, and Ce is the cost of consistency check.
Armed with this model of the search space size and refinement cost.
we shall now look at the effect of the various ways of instandating
each step of the Refine-Plan algofithm on the search space size
and the con of refinement.
Solution Constructor: Stronger solution constructofs allow the
search to end earlier, reducing the effective depth of the search, and
thereby the size of the explored search space. In terms of candidate
space view, stronger solution constructofs lead to larger ~ at the
temdn~fi~ fringe. However. at the same time they increase the cost
ofrefinoment C (specifically the C, factof).
Book Keeping:/~4_4i~r,~ of book-keepingtechniques tend to reduce
the redundancy factor Pal. In particular, use of contributor protection
makes the search systemmic, eliminating all the redundancy in the
search space and making pd equal to 1 [14. 6J. This tends to reduce
the fi’inge size, I.~,d. Boot: keeping constraints do however tend to
increase the cost of consistency check. In particular, checking the
consistency of a partial plan containing interval preservatico con-
straints is NP-hard even for ground plans in TWEAK rep~enmt~n
(of. [2oD.
ConMstency Check: As mentioned earlier, the motivation behind
consistency check is to avoid refining inconsistent plans (or the
p]allS W;-th e~npty candit, lnte ~). ~g inconsistent plans is a
useless activity and populates the search fringe with plans with empty
candidate sets, driving down ~,j. The smong~ the consistencycheck,
the s~,,,np- this reduction. In particular, if the planner uses a sound
and complete consistency check that is capable of identifying every
inconsistent plan. then the average candidate set n,, is guaranteed to
be grM__~ than of equal to 1. Combined with a systematic search,
this will ~uarantce that the fringe size of the search will never be
~p’eatef than the size of the Candidate space IX;I. Such a search is
called a strong sys~emm~c search. In terms of the refinement cost.

Figure 2: Comparaave performance in ART-MD-RD domain (see text)

stronger consistency checks tend to be costlier, thereby driving up
the refinement co~t (in particuhr C,).
Tractability Refinements: The primary motivation for tractabifity
refinements, whe~er pre-ordering of conflict-resohtion, is to make
the consistency check tractable. They thus primarily reduce the
C= component of refinement cost. In the case of pre-~dering
refinements, they also tend to reduce the cost of goal selection and
enhnion-construction, espe~ally when the Latter are based on MTC
(thereby reducing the C, and C, components) [6]. In terms of search
space size. tractability refinements further refine the plans coming
out of the establishment stage, increasing the bt component of the
branching factor. While conflict resolution strategies introduce
ofderings between steps based both on the static description of the
steps (such as their effeas and preconditions) and the role played 
them in the current partial plan. the pre-e~lering strategies consider
only the static description of the steps. Thus, the h increase
is typically higher for pre-ofdering than fix conflict resointion
strategies.

5 Empirical Analysis of Performance Tradeoffs

In this section. I will. evn_lp~ the tlti~ of the tradenHS model
developed in the previons se~m in predicting and explaining
empirical performance. From Table 1, we note that two prominent
dimensions of variation among existing planners are the book-
keeping strategies and traetabi]ity refinements they use. In the
interests of space, we shall restrict our attention to the performance
tradcoffs offered by these dimensions of varinfion.

An impoftant prerequisite fof. any such comparative analysis is
to normalize the e~ of other dimensions .of variation. Our
generalized ~dSct~.m provides a systematic basis for doing such
a nc~uali~mion. In particular, I will con;i4e~_ five instances of
Re£1ne-PZem, called SNLP-MTC, UA, SNLP-UA, TWEAK and
McNONLIN-MTC. which differ only in the book-keeping strate-
gies and the tractabitity refinements. All these planners use the
same M’I~-based goal selection strategy, and MTC-based solution
constructor function (see Section 3). S~-M~ and S.~-
UA use contributor protection, while blc~onlin-MTC uses interval
prote~[6, 9]. UA and SNLP-UA use unambiguous prcordering
strategies (SNLP-UA uses a stronger notion of interactim which
makes two steps interact even if they share add list Uterals [6]).
SNLP-MTC and blc.,’q’OI~R.~i’-MTC use conflict resolution strats-
gies as their tractability refinements.

5.1 Tractability Refinements
Prom the discussion in Sectimz 4. we note that presence of tractability
refinements inaenses h. Specifically. we can see that fix the
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Figure 3: The first two plots compare average branching fat:ors in ART-MD-RD experiments. The third plot shows the effect of misdirection
on protection strategies

five planaeni that we are considering, bt(S-NI~-UA) > bt(UA) 
bt(SNLP-MTC) __ b,(M~ONLn~-MTC) _> b,(TWBAK). Barring
any other interactinas, the increase in b, should increase the average
branching factor of the search, and should consequently increase
search space size exponentially. Unle~ the refinement cost is also
reduced expmentiany (which is not the ease for these five planners,
and is ,,,,It~ly in genexak Section 4), we would expect planners
using more eager tractability refinements (Le., higher 6,) to pedonn
worse thin those using less eager (or no) tractability refinements
under breadth-~st search regime.

To evaluate this hypothesis, I compared the pe~foanance of the
five pt,mners on problems fi’om an ~ donufin called ART-
MD-RD [10], which is specified as:
A~ ~,.e,. : l,, he .~ : c7. ¥ ~e~ : {I~1./< ~} u {he} for even
.4~ ~,,’e~ : I,, ¥ ,.d.~ : C7,, he ~ : ,Jill./< ~} v {¥} for odd
The plots in Pigm’e 2 show the performance of the five planners

on problems from this domain. Bach point in the plot corresponds
to an ave/age over 30 random problems with the given number of
goals (drawn f~xn {G, ... Os}). The ini~ state is the same for all
the problems, and contains {11 ... h} + {he}. The plots show the
performances for two different goal ocderings (over and above the
MTC-based goal seleotim strategy). In LIFO ordering, a goal and
all its subgonls (which are not ~y true according to MTC)
are established before the next higher level goal is adckessed. In the
FIFO ordering, all the top level goals are established before their
subge~s are addressed. All the planners use number of steps in the
pmial plan as the heuristic.

If the performance depended only on the b, factor, we would
expect to see planners with less eage~ traotability refinements per-
form better. We note that tlthongh our hypothe~ holds for
ordering, for LIFO catering, the observed relative performance is
exactly the reverse of what is predicted by lifts hypotheais.. What is
more, the plots of average branching factors of the five planners in
Figure 3 show that in LWO ordering, the overall branching fluters
are opposed to the pattern of b,.

To tmdm’s~md this apparent discrepancy, we start by noting
that our hypoth~is ignores poesible secmdary interactim8 between
tractability refmemenu and other parts of the Re £:Lne-PJ.em algo-
rithm. One such interaction is between tractability refinement and
establishment refinement. Specifically, the sadltUmal lineatization
of the plan done at the tractability re~emont stage may sometimes
wind up reducing the number of possible establishment refinements
for the goals considered in later stages. This could, in turn reduce
b.. Sku:e b = b. x it, the overall effect of tractability refinements
ca the search space thus depends on whether of not the increase in

UA
Mc~onlin -MTC

S~LP-MTC
SNLP -UA

LIFO

II
1-4712"93 II 1.32130"14 II

I ~.76 I t.o II 1.°Xl Lo 11
I x.o04 I x.o07 II 1.22] 34.77 II
I 1-° I -77 II 1-°113.s711
I 1,0 I .ST II x.o I 0.ss II

Table 2: Estimates of average redundancy fac~ and average
candidate set size at the termination fringe for 30 random 6-goal
problems in ART-MD-RD domain

b, is accompanied by any fortuitous decrease in 6o. (A variant of
this type of interaction was first observed by Knoblock and Yang in
their experiments [12].)

The behavior of the five planners in LIFO ordering can be
explained in terms of the interSC~fion between bt and be. In the
cnse of LIFO ordering, each planner is forced to work on he and
h.f conditions explicitly. These are high-frequency condltlorts (c.f.
[10]) in the sensethat them are numy sctions that can edd or delete
them. Because of this, the branching factor at the establishment
refinement is very high for these cmdifions, and becomes the
dominating factor affecting the perfoanance. Phumers using eager
tractability refinements have mete lin~ ~ plans and thus
offer fewer estabUshment possibilities than those with less eager
tractability refinements. Thus. TWEAK. which does not introduce
any traaability ordesings, and maintains a more unordered partial
plan. incurs the fuU effect of increased b,. while the other four
planners mitigate it through the linearizatim introduced through
trsctabiUty refinement. This explains why the planners with eager
tractability refinements perform better.

The situation reverse,~ (and becomes more normal) in the FIFO
ordering, where all the top level goals are fast addressed before
their preconditions. Since G~, l~ goals are worked m first, and
the resulting ordering indirectly establishes h /Ihe goals, the high.
frequency conditions sre either not considered for establishment
explicitly, or are considered late in the search. Thus, bo no longer
dominates the over all branching factor, and planners with more
eager tractability refinement (and higher b,) pedorm were than
those with less eager tractability refinement, as expected.

52 Bonk Keeping/Protecl/on StrateL, ies
I win now turn to the effect of protectim strategies en performance.
Prom the discussion in Section 4. we note that the primary purpose of
the book-keeping strategies is to reduce the redundancy in the search
space. Table 2 shows the estimates of the average redundancy factors
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at the tazzlinatioo fz~rlge of the five pbmnen f0f 30 0-gOal ART-MD-
RD problems.:° M to be expected. 5NZ~-MTC and SZOAP-UA.
which use couu’ibutor pro~etious, have no redundancy ~,1 = 1).
Howeva, fi~n the plo~ m P~ure 2. we~,,~*_- that theFedmr"~-e
profiles in ART-MD-RD domain are not in ccaaspatdmce with
the redundancy factors. ]Prom the same plots, we also note that
SNLP-UA, which uses the contributor ixotectim, is ctm= to UA
than ~’LP-MTC in perfmn~ce~

The lack of dke~ cmelatim between pm~:tiou mategias and
perfix’mance should not be s .u~rising. As shown in [10]. the
redundancy in the search space = expected to affect performance
only what the planner is fcz’ced to ex-miQe ¯ significant pm’t of its

space before finding the solution. Thus, we expect that the
~cas in Wotection slra~.Sies akme wilt affect the ~
oaly when the apparent solution density is low mough m force the
plann= m search a submnfial pstt of its search space.

To evaluate this hypothesis further, I compared TWBAK and
SNLP-MTC in a variant of ART-MD-RD _domain without the
hf//ze ~s (similar to D"$I domain described in [1]),
where their ave/’ap l~ancas are similar. Both planners were
started off with a m/ngoa/s heuristic, wh’,~ ranks ̄  partial plan by
the numb~ of outmmd~g opm.ouaditi~s (i~., precom/ido~ that
are not necessarily true according m MTC). I then systern~_,~,’J, ny
varied the probability p (called the mis~ parameter) with
which both planners will reject the direaiou recom~mded by the
heuristic and will select the w(xst ranked branch instead. Assuming
that the initi’al heuristic was a good heuristic fix the problem, to
¯ rust ord~ of approximatino, we would expect that incausing
misdirection parameter degrades the planner’s ability to zero-in on
the solufious, forcing it to cev~id.~ larger and larger parts of its
search space. By our hypothesis, strong ~ strategies should
help in such situatioas.

The third plot in Figure 3 shows the the perfeanance of the
pinnn=s (measured in terms of average cpu time taken for solving
¯ set of 20 random problems), as ¯ funetim of misdire~iou pa-
rameter. ]~ shows that as the ~ parame~ in=eases, the
performance of TWEAK, which employs no protextims, degrades
much mote d~asfically than that of SNLP-MTC, which employs
c~tributor protection. These results thus suppott our hypothesis.

$.3 Experimental ConcluMons

While our expe~nmts involved ouly two artificis/domains, they do
bring out some ganefal patterns reprding the effect of traaabili~y
re.fmemmts and prote~.._ou strate~es ou perfonnan~ They show
that the empiricalperfoanance differ~t~ between the five planners
are determined to a large extent by the differences in the tractability
refinements than by the differences in protectim strategim. The
p~otectio~ strategias themselves rely act as an insurance policy that
pays off in the worst-case scenario whea the planner is forced to
look at ¯ substantial part of its search space.

l~trth=, al.*hough eager tractability refinements will degrade the
l:erfmramce in general, they may sometimes improve the perfer-
mance because of the indirect interactina between bt and b,. Two
faote~s that are prediaive of the b,- b, interaaim are (0 the presence
of high-frequmcy credit]ms (Le., amd~s which are established
and deleted by many aa]ms in the _d~n~in) and (/0 whether the
Ifi~-fi’equmcy c~difims sre selected for establishmmt towards
the beginning c~ the end of the planning process. The expea’hnmts
also show dmt the performance of planners using conflict rasolutim
su’ategias is more stable with respect to the 5, and b, inn=acti~ than
that of planners using pre-(xdering m~.eg/as. This can be e~plained
by the fact that the fctmet am mote sansitive to the role played by
the steps in the current partial plan than the latin.

6 Couclusion

The ~ co~ibutim orris paper is ¯ unified £~mework for
understanding and analyzing the ~ tredeoHs in partial-oai~

p~nmng s~un in Section 3, and showed t~at n~t e~sdng p]an-
spice plann~s are instantiatious of this ~n,,, I then devek~.
¯ model for estimating the ~mt cost and search space size
of Refine-Plan and discussed how they are affected by the
diffea’em design choices. Irmally, I have dascr~ed some preliminary
empirical studies aimed at understanding the affect of two of these
cho~*_-s - ~a~ab~T re~emonts and protection mateg~s - m the
relative pe~mumce of dL~efant p|nn,ers. These smd~ show that
the peffemtance is affecU~ more by the d~mmc~ in Iraaability
refmemeats than by the diffefances in pmtectim strategies. While
this paper makes m important start towards understanding of the
cemp~afive peffeesumce of par~fl~fder planners, further v~k
is still needed to develo9 a pr~__’_,~ive understanding of which
insumfiatious of ~efine-P~an will pe~onn best in which types
of domains. Finally, although I coucenlrated m partial o~det
plann~, in [7] I show that I~ fine-Plan can aho be exteadedm
cover U~k reduction p~umecs.
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